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A new line of architectural 
cast stone products.
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ZIG ZAG

After 20 years in brick sales, Marty Wondaal started 
STONECRAFT, an architectural cast stone enterprise 
in 2003. STONECRAFT has grown from key stones 
and address blocks to a full line cast stone producer. 
Through a mutual friend, Wondaal was introduced to 
Michael Stack, an artist with 25 years experience with 
cast stone, terra cotta replication, and pattern mak-
ing. Stack is listed in Who’s Who in American Art and 
has received an AIA Arts and Craftsmanship award 
in1998. Together they recognized a need for decora-
tive cast stone products in the Chicago area.

STONECRAFT products have tested above accepted 
standards for strength and absorption. CHICAGO 
is designed to be modular for masonry; the corner 
pieces are 7 5/8 inches square, running pieces 7 
5/8 inches by 23 5/8 inches, and the medallion is 13 
inches square. The above drawings demonstrate 
the modularity, coursability and pattern adaptations 
of the various styles and their flexibility to form 
medallions from corner pieces. CHICAGO can truly 
enhance masonry buildings and breathe new life into 
otherwise common facades.

CHICAGO! 

A long time resident of Chicago, Stack was inspired 
by the rich architectural history of late Nineteenth 
and early Twentieth century Chicago, a period of 
stylistic and structural innovation seldom seen at any 
time, Stack has developed motifs for the cast stone 
industry that draw from the Prairie School, Sullivan, 
Wright tradition. The geometries and patterns  
created then have only gained in appreciation over 
time. True to those origins, Stack’s cast stone pat-
terns retain the geometries of the era seen through 
a modernist’s eye. Triangles and sine curves form the 
basis of these remarkable patterns. CHICAGO is a 
most apt name for this product line.
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